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A Gourmet Guide to Typesetting 
with the AMS -TEX macro package 

M. D. SPIVAK 

The Joy of TbX is the user-friendly user's Chapters cover: ordinary text and con- 
guide for AMS-'ThX, an extension of TX, trol sequences, changing fonts, running a 
which was especially designed to simplify file through 'TX, spacing and line breaking, 
the input of mathematical material and to symbols and accents, formatting a paper, 
format the output according to any of various formulas in text, displayed formulas, frac- 
preset style specifications. tions and binomial coefficients, E and other 

large operators, braces and other variable There are two primary features of the 7I siz sybl,ainn' qain nadsly 
system: it is a computer system for typeset- and marcs. More seciatios inc a lu 
ting technical text, especially text containing exact sequences and continued fractions. 
a great deal of mathematics; and it is a sys- 
tem for producing beautiful text, plain or Exercises sprinkled generously through each 
technical, which is comparable to the work chapter encourage the reader to sit down at a 
of the finest printers. terminal and learn through experimentation. 

One of the strengths of JFX is its ability to Appendixes list summaries of frequently used 
use macros-aggregates of several commands and more esoteric symbols as well as answers 
into one-and Spivak has created a collec- to the exercises. 
tion of macros that makes the preparation 
of mathematical text for printing a true Joy. 

,J%MA;1, ISBN 0-8218-2999-8, LC 85-7506 PREPAYMENT REQUIRED. Order from 

- 
' 290 pages (softcover), 1986 American Mathematical Society 
% AMS Indiv. Memb. $26, AMS Inst. PO Box 1571 

Memb. $30, List price $33 Annex Station 
.\i,/J. To order specify JOYT/MC Providence, RI 02901-1571 

*A) Shipping/Handling: 1st book $2, each or call 800-556-7774 to use VISA or MasterCard. 
add'l $1, max. $25; by air, 1st book Prices subject to change. 
$5, each add'I $3, max. $100 



PROBABILITY THEORY SUBJECT INDEXES 
FROM MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS 
1980-84, 1973-79, 1959-72, 1940-58 

Many mathematicians have expressed a desire to have a compilation of articles, books and conference 
proceedings that have been reviewed in Mathematical Reviews available by subject area. Together with the 
companion index on statistics listed below, this volume is the first such compilation. 

This volume gives a listing of author names and review numbers of all the items having primary or secondary 
classifications in probability theory for the entire 45-year span of Mathematical Reviews from 1940 through 1984, 
conveniently collected in one volume. The titles are also given for items beginning in 1959. Full bibliographic 
information is not provided here, but can readily be obtained using the information given here by consulting either 
the appropriate author indexes, the issues of MR, or Math\Sci (for items beginning in 1959). The classification 
schemes used during these years are also included at the end of the index. 

This convenient index should be of great value to researchers working in the area of probability, or persons 
who need to consult the literature in this active field. 

ISBN 0-8218-0108-2, LC 86-26462 
450 pages, March 1987 
List $67, Inst. mem. $54, Indiv. mem. $40, Reviewer $34 
To order, please specify PROBIN/40/84MC 

STATISTICS SUBJECT INDEXES 
FROM MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS 
1980-84, 1973-79, 1959-72, 1940-58 

This volume is a companion to the volume of Probability Theory Subject Indexes mentioned above. It gives a 
listing of author names and review numbers of all the items having primary or secondary classifications in statistics 
for the entire 45-year span of Mathemattcal Reviews from 1940 through 1984, conveniently collected in one volume. 
The titles are also given for items beginning in 1959. Full bibliographic information is dcot provided here, but can 
readily be obtained using the information given here by consulting either the appropriate author indexes, the issues 
of MR, or Math\Sci (for items beginning in 1959). The classification schemes used during these years are also 
included at the end of the index. 

This convenient index should be of great value to researchers working in the area of statistics, or persons who 
need to consult the literature in this important field. 

ISBN 0-8218-0107-4, LC 86-26460 
500 pages, March 1987 
List $67, Inst. mem. $54, Indiv. mem. $40, Reviewer $34 
To order, please specify STATIN/40/84MC 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Combination offer of the two indexes above: 

Probability Theory Subject Indexes from Mathematical Revtews, 1940-84 
Statistics Subject Indexes from Mathematical Reviews, 1940-84 

Two volume set price: 
List: $115, Inst. mem. $92, Indiv. mem. $69, Reviewer $58 
To order, please specify STAPIN/40/84 MC 
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PREPAYMENT REQUIRED Add shipping Amer ma 
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Cumulative Index 

to Mathematics of 

Computation 

1970-84 

NOW AVAILABLE 

Author and Subject Indexes in One Volume 

This index is a sequel to the Cumulative Index to Mathematics of Computation 
1943-1969. It is a compilation by author and subject of all material appearing in 
Mathematics of Computation during the years 1970-1984 (volumes 24-43). 

The author index gives full bibliographic information on all of the items, 
including classification numbers. The Mathematical Reviews number and reviewer 
name have also been provided when available. The subject index is changed from the 
1943-1969 subject index and now includes title, language, and MR number (when 
available) as well as author name. The-codes found in the previous index are retained. 

ISBN 0-8218-0093-0, ISSN 0025-5718 
503 pages, September 1987 
List: $52, Inst. AMS mem. $42, Indiv. AMS mem. $31 
To order, please specify MCOMIN/2 MC 

PHTOI MH 
Shipping/Handling: 1st book $2, each add'l $1, 

+// TPHTOE MH \Ge $25 max. By air, 1st book $5, each add'l $3, 
/ c 0 y) $100 max. Prepayment required. Order from 
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ANNOVUNCING... 

lMathScisM on CD-ROM l 
Now you can access Mathematical Reviews (MR) and Current Mathematical Publications (CMP) on 

CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory). The CD, called MathSci Disc, combines the searching 
features of online MathSci with the browsing ease of printed MR. For a fixed annual fee, MathSci Disc 
can be used at leisure without access charges or telephone connections. 

Semi-Annual Issue 

MathSci Disc is produced by SilverPlattere and is issued semi-annually. The first MathSci Disc 
became available in January 1989 and contains all the reviews and abstracts from MR 1985 through 
1988 and over 68,000 entries from CMP. The July disc has all the information on the January disc plus 
the January-June updates. Access to current information between successive CD issues is available 
online from MathSci, which is updated monthly on DIALOG, BRS, and ESA. 

y-to-Operate 

MathSci Disc is available for the IBM PC and will be available for the Macintosh. SilverPlatter's 
user-friendly CD software with help screens and menus makes MathSci Disc easy to use. Words and 
phrases in the text of the reviews and abstracts are searchable with an adjacency operator. Records 
can be downloaded from the CD to the hard disk for editing or for processing with TEX software into 

typeset form with mathematics. 

Fixed Cost 

The MathSci Disc annual lease fee includes the January and the July issues of MathSci Disc, the 
SilverPlatter search software for the IBM or the Macintosh, the SilverPlatter search manual with a 
MathSci Disc chapter, and a toll-free help line. 

The 1990 MathSci Disc is available at a low annual lease fee, equal to that of the printed MR: 
Nonmembers: List price - $3,791* AMS members & MR subscribers: 

additional leases - $2,275* AMS Members: $3,033* 
MR subscribers: $2,275* 
AMS members with an MR or first MathSci Disc 
subscription: $1,820* 

Individuals at institutions subscribing to MathSci Disc can order a copy for personal use at a 
90% discount: $379*. (*Plus shipping & handling for addresses outside the U.S. and Canada.) 

For more information on MathSci Disc or to receive a copy of the lease agreement, please contact Taissa 
Kusma, Database Services Manager, American Mathematical Society, P. O. Box 6248, Providence, RI 02940 or call 
(800) 556-7774 in the continental U.S. or (401) 272-9500. Internet: TTK@MATH.AMS.COM; Telex: 797192; 
FAX: 401-331-3842. 

SM - MathSci is a service mark of the American Mathematical Society 
0 - SilverPlatter is a registered trademark of SilverPlatter Intemational N.V. 



Introducing... 

A New Translation Journal in Mathematics 

SUGAKU 

EXPOSITIONS 

Sugaku Expositions is a new translation journal now available from the American Mathe- 
matical Society. The journal is published biannually, and began in 1988. Volume 3 is 
the 1990 volume. Each issue of Sugaku Expositions contains several expository articles, 
translated from the Japanese journal Su-gaku, which provide highly informative accounts 
of a variety of current areas of research. 

As with all AMS publications, Sugaku Expositions is printed on acid-free paper to ensure 
long life for your mathematical collection. 

ISSN 0898-9583 
1988 and 1989 Subscription Prices 
List price $60, Institutional member $48, Individual member $36 
To order, please specify 88SUGA/MC (Vol. 1) or 89SUGA/MC (Vol. 2) 

1990 Subscription Prices 
List price $70, Institutional member $56, Individual member $42 
To order, please specify 90SUGA/MC (Vol. 3) 

Add for postage: for destinations outside U.S. and India $8, to India $13; air delivery to North America 
$12, elsewhere $17. 

Prepayment required. Mail to: American Mathematical Society, P. O. Box 1571, Annex 
Station, Providence, RI 02901-1571 or call 800-556-7774 to use VISA or MasterCard. 

Sample Copies: To request a sample copy, use order code SUGAEXAM/MC. Mail to AMS, AITN: 
Customer Services, P. 0. Box 6248, Providence, RI 02940-6248 
Note: Subscriptions to AMS journals are sold only on a calendar year basis (January-December). Split 
year and multiple year subscription orders will not be accepted. 
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